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Do you wonder if YOUR pet will be able to connect with and visit you after they die? World

renowned Animal Medium Brent Atwater teaches you "how to" techniques to communicate and

connect with your Pet on the Other Side and provides compelling testimonies and examples to

convince you that Pet life goes on and After Death communication is REAL! Let's get started !
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I recently lost my beloved Julie suddenly on Xmas Eve and was beyond heart broken. Her death

was totally unexpected and devastating. She passed while we were out and the Veterinarian

hospital we took her to could not revive her, nor did they perform autopsy's. So not only were we

grief stricken, we didn't even know for sure what she died from! I started searching the internet in

the desperate hope of trying to figure out what the cause of her death was, and I just happened to

come across Brent Atwater and her You Tube videos. I have no idea how I found her, but I can only

surmise my precious Julie led me to her. I started to watch her videos which covers everything from

grief to guilt to how to cope with our pets deaths. I immediately found these videos extremely

comforting, not realizing there are so many people out there that love their pets and were as grief

stricken as we were. I continued to watch the videos and decided to purchase (2) of her books: After

Death Signs & Animal Reincarnation. Brent said that we can still talk to our pets and ask them for

signs because even though they have left their "fur suit" they are alive and well and in a bright,

beautiful sparkler form right there next to us waiting us to talk to them and to be happy! So, I

decided to ask Julie for a sign because I needed to know if she was ok. Brent instructs us to be



specific in the sign that we want them to visit us in, so that we can recognize that it is indeed them

when they visit! So I asked Julie to please visit me in a specific form. A couple of days had passed

by, then while I was walking up the stairs in my house, I turned around and there was Julie! Right

there on my deck looking at me through the window was a red Cardinal! You might think Cardinals

are everywhere, however, I had not seen one in my yard for over a over a year, and have not seen

one again since! I was so thrilled and it touched me deeply knowing my baby girl was alive and well

on the other side. I never knew you could communicate with your beloved deceased pets until now.

In Brent's books she goes into specific details on the procedures you need to follow exactly to get

the positive results you want. I would highly recommend these to anyone wanting to truly have a

new journey with your beloved animals. Brent also conducts live readings which you can schedule

on her website. I recently had one myself and was so amazed that my Julie talked to me through

Brent and said things that only she would know! While I am still very sad in my heart and missing

Julie terribly, I am comforted knowing she is okay, and that I CAN communicate with her if I want to

and so can YOU!

I have read all of Ms. Atwater's books related to pets, and have successfully practiced her

techniques. When my basset hound, Patrick transitioned, my heart was shattered, and I was

devastated. He was my "baby". So, I searched for hope and discovered Ms. Atwater's books, used

her techniques verbatim, and my husband and I have received many signs from my dog that his

soul is and well, and there is an afterlife. --Last night I was missing Patrick terribly. I had a good cry,

then pulled myself together. I miss his physical 'fur suit', but I know that he still exists. Every day I

speak to him, and I'm getting scent signs now that my husband is also experiencing. Before going to

sleep I said Brent's protection prayer (which I say daily), then I said the 'permission request' (also

practiced daily), and asked him to come to me in my dream that night and allow me to see him in a

way that I can understand. Well, last night he came to me in my dream in vivid, bright colors. He

looked younger and very healthy. No limping. Running around the house, and walking up to me and

gazing into my eyes. It was intense. I am so happy about this. I have received many signs, but this

was then best so far. I really felt him with me - a soul to soul connection. All of Brent's techniques

work, but you need to say the words as written without ad libbing. I hope this gives you the

motivation to try these techniques. They work!

Love this book. Brent Atwater is an amazing person, so full of love and understanding. Her books

will help any animal lover through the most difficult time of a precious fur baby's transitioning. I



recommend her books to anyone who has, had, or ever will have pets in your life.

As with Brent Atwater's previous publications, this is a mind opening, heartwarming and comforting

book for those seeking to learn about the afterlife of our beloved animal companions. More than a

collection of a range of believable and perhaps surprising signs received by folks from different

corners of the world, this book contains specific techniques for making contact with our transitioned

pets' energy. Readers will likely come away with an increased awareness of what transition really

means as well as validation for signs they, too, have received.

Truly a wonderful book written by the gifted author who makes it her life purpose to bring awareness

that life never ends, life energy only changes form. An amazing book that provides information to

support that those that have transitioned can remain as an active part of our lives here on earth if

we only allow space, become conscious of their presence, and ask them. My personal experience

has changed from believing to knowing after reading Brent's resources and awakening to the

awareness of all there is. Thank you Brent for this book and the many others you have written to

share your intuitive gift and your message of life's everlasting journey.

February 4th I have lost my beloved ( poodle-mix) dog Leesie that passed tragically due to a heart

failure. Her passing was sudden and unexpected and very devastating to me. I cried for days, so

stricken with guilt and grief, that I did not know how to cope with the loss of my baby. In hope to find

some help, I started to search you tube videos and thats how I found Brent Atwater. Her books gave

me hope when I felt so sad and lonely that I thought I'm not able to go on. I learned that my pet is

live and well, and using Brent's techniques I was able to connect with my little girl realizing that I

have not lost her at all. This book will change your life and, it will help you to get through the loss if

your pet when you think that no one knows how painful and heartbroken you are.

This is the second book of Ms. Atwater's that I have read. It is down to earth and so helpful in the

process of healing one's heart after the loss of a beloved pet. The content helped me to process my

feelings through some of the signs I felt I was receiving after my pet's death. I highly recommend it.
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